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The Current Crisis
• Unarguably the worst economic and
financial crisis since the Great Depression
• Like the Great Depression preceded by
escalating global imbalances, monetary
easing, leveraging, asset bubbles and led
to banking crises
• Both had their origins in the systemically
most important economy
• Both global crises with no winners.
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Growth Developing World
Year over Year

Q4 over Q4

Projections
2009
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Comparing Recessions
% change
1975 1982
Output per capita (PPP)
-0.13 -0.89
Consumption per capita
0.41 -0.18
Investment per capita
-2.04 -4.72
Industrial production
-1.6 -4.33
Trade
-1.87 -0.69
Capital Flows/GDP
0.56 -0.76
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1991
-0.18
0.62
-0.15
-0.09
4.01
-2.07

2009
-2.5
-1.11
-8.74
-6.23
-11.75
-6.18
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Whodunit?
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Causes
• Proximate: US sub prime housing
mortgage crisis
– Small portion of US housing Mortgage sector
– Global financial meltdown

• Ultimate
– Global Imbalances
– Monetary Policy
– Financial Deregulation
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Sub Prime Mortgages
• Insufficient current income to service
loans: Extreme case of NINJA
• Interest charges and repayments backloaded through ARMs: IO and 2/28
• Sustainability linked to sharp increases in
home equity in a rising market.
• Non recourse mortgages
• Non prime loans taken off balance sheet
through complex securitization (CDOs)
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Sub Prime Financial Crisis
• Rising interest rates and falling housing
prices triggered defaults
• But Sub prime loans only a very small
component of the total housing market
• Credit freeze on account of information
asymmetries that sharply increased
counterparty risks
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Global Imbalances
– Ben Bernanke: Global savings glut
– Post EA Crisis phenomenon
• Export-led growth strategy (BW II)
• Insurance mechanism following EA crisis (stigma).

– Deeper than just US-China/AC-DC
– Savings not easy to change:
• Cultural: Merkel’s ‘Swabian’ housewife
• Structural: Demographic profile (young/old)
• Economic Policy: Financial repression and safety nets

– Excess savings or overconsumption?
– Imbalance regime led to record global growth
Alok Sheel
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The Impossible Trinity
Gold Standard
Fixed Xrate
Capital Mobility
No Monetary Indep.

Bretton Woods
Fixed Xrate
Limited Capital Mobility
Monetary Indep.

Post Bretton Woods
Floating Xrate
Capital Mobility
Monetary Indep.

• Fixed Exchange Rate
• Monetary Independence
• Capital mobility
Bretton Woods II
Fixed Xrate
Limited Capital Mobility (sterilization)
Monetary Indep
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Monetary Policy
• Unusually loose
monetary policy : the
Greenspan ’Put’
• Excess liquidity found
outlet in asset
bubbles rather than
consumer prices
• Search for yield in low
interest environment
• Failure of inflation
targeting?
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Financial Deregulation
• Repeal of Glass-Steagall Act in 1999
– Boundaries between well regulated deposit based
and lightly regulated investment banking erased

• Weaknesses in Basel Norms
– Off balance sheet liabilities
– Problems with risk-weights and accounting
– Micro-prudential not macro-prudential

• Financial engineering
– Opaque instruments
– Shadow banking system with runaway leverage and
no liquidity buffers

• Government policy
– promoting inclusive finance and house ownership
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Recovery
Conundrums
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The Great Depression/Recession
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The Big Difference
Macro-economic Policy
Helicopter Ben
The Great Depression

The Great Recession

Gold Standard constraints
Monetary tools only partly
used
Premature withdrawal of fiscal
stimulus

Zero bound monetary policy
Unconventional Monetary Policy
Credit Easing
Quant Easing
Unprecedented use of fiscal
policy ($ 5 trillion over 2 years)
Global co-ordination
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Green Shoots
– Rate of decline declining, but…..
– Output gap still substantial
– IMF: crises with origins in the financial sector,
and especially the housing sector, amongst
the deepest and most protracted.
– Unemployment rates rising
– Second round shocks of rising defaults ahead
http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/chargeoff/delallsa.htm

– Balance sheet adjustment by US households
likely to make global recovery sluggish.
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Timing Exit Strategies
• International markets
– Crowding out of EMEs due to funding
pressure on international capital markets by
ACs, especially since recovery expected
earlier: reserve currency advantage

• Domestic markets
– Crowding out and pressure on interest rates
and inflation if fiscal punch bowl is not
withdrawn as private demand picks up.
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Financial Markets
– Capital markets reviving
– European Banking System still to recognize losses
– Long term debt markets still dysfunctional
• large amounts of toxic assets still on balance sheets.
• Half the credit in developed markets provided by the shadow
banking system that has disappeared.

– Would QE need to be reversed or is this just
substituting for deleveraging?
– Housing prices still in freefall
– Sovereign backstops and moral hazard
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Three Canaries in the Gold Mine
• TED Spreads
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/cbuilder?tic
ker1=.TEDSP:IND
• Federal Reserve Balance Sheet
http://www.sifma.org/research/research.aspx
?ID=10256#TotalReserves
• Bank Funds parked with the FED
http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h3/hi
st/h3hist1.htm
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Rebalancing ?
• Some rebalancing
occurring on account of
falling household wealth and
deleveraging in deficit
economies
• Stricter financial regulation
and control on leverage a
long-term positive for
rebalancing
• Size of Chinese fiscal
package
• Increase in IMF resources
and new (stigma free) FCL
instrument makes insurance
policies less likely

• Aggressive fiscal expansion
in deficit countries
• Chinese fiscal package
investment not income
redistribution oriented
• Exploiting external demand
for tradable goods easier
than developing domestic
makets
• No signs of change in
currency policies in surplus
countries.
• GI and currency issues off G
20 agenda
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Unwinding of Imbalances I?
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Unwinding of Imbalances II ?
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What More Can Be Done?
• Monetary and Fiscal policies already
overstretched in developed countries
– Interest rates already zero bound
– Unconventional monetary policy: CE and QE
– Fiscal deficits in double digits

• What happens in the case of a double dip?
– Sharp fall in revenue and build up of debt would make
it difficult to use fiscal policy
– Interest rates already zero bound
– More CE and QE seems the only options left.
Alok Sheel
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G 20 and the
Emerging PostCrisis Order
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Overwhelming Question
• Yet another financial crisis or will it
fundamentally change macro-economic
policy, financial management and global
institutions?
• Akerlof: Animal spirits fired to take risk
and innovate (both good and bad) in
booms. The opposite – revulsion -- occurs
in the bust phase. No different this time.
Alok Sheel
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Co-ordinated Global Action
• Global integration through trade and capital flows
made the crisis global in scope
• Realisation that global problems need global
solutions
• The institutional structure to handle rapid
globalization is weak.
• G 20, a forum of systemically important
economies, accounting for about 75-80 % of global
GDP, Trade and population emerging as the forum
for concerted multilateral action.
• Global agenda set by the Washington Declaration
of November 15, 2008 and London Communique
of April 2, 2009 issued by G 20 leaders.
Alok Sheel
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G 20 : Background
• Represents 75% of global GDP (PPP), and 81%
including the Euro Area. (2007)
• Africa, Central and Eastern Europe and LDCs underrepresented .
• Formed at the time of the East Asian Crisis a decade
ago.
• Chair rotates annually: ‘Troika’ of last chair Brazil
(2008), current chair UK (2009), next chair South
Korea (2010). No permanent secretariat.
• Till the Washington Leaders’ Summit meeting only at
the Finance Ministers’ level.
• Next Summit meeting on September 24
- 5
2, 2009 in
Pittsburg, US. However, permanent status of regular
Summit meetings unclear.
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G 20 : Countries
Developed Countries
• USA
• UK
• European Union
• France
• Germany
• Italy
• Australia
• Canada

Developing Countries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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China
India
Indonesia
South Korea
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Turkey
South Africa
Argentina
Brazil
Mexico
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G 20 Crisis Response
• Leaders’ summit
– Washington DC, November 15, 2008
– London, April 2, 2009
– Pittsburgh, USA, 24-25 September 2009

• Sherpas’ process
–
–
–
–
–

Back to back with Leaders’ Summits
Conference calls: January 14 and February 5, 2009
Face to face meeting London, February March 5-6, 2009
July 30-31, 2009
September 10-11, 2009

• Finance Ministers and (finance and central bank)
Deputies Process
–
–
–
–
–
–

Sao Paulo, November 13-14, 2008
London, January 31-February 1, 2009
London, March 13-15, 2009
Basle, 27 June ,2009
London, September 3-5, 2009.
St. Andrews, UK, November 7-8, 2009
Alok Sheel
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G 20 Working Groups
• The Washington Declaration laid out the broad agenda,
both short-term (palliative) and long-term (preventive).
• G 20 Troika formed 4 WGs to address the actionable
points.
• Macro-economic issues handled directly at the
Finance Ministers and Leaders levels
• WGs co-chaired by Developed and Developing
Countries (India co-chaired WG I on financial regulation)
• India formed 5 mirror groups that injected India’s
views into the G 20 working groups.
• Modus operandi: Conference Calls, E-Mail groups, One
or two face to face meetings
• WG Reports published at http://www.g20.org/366.aspx
• Future Role? Reviewing outcomes?
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WG I: Transparency and
Enhancing Sound Regulation
• Focus on Five Broad areas:
– Pro-cyclicality and capital buffers
– Strengthening OTC structures
– Broadening regulatory boundaries: macroprudential regulation
– Compensation schemes
– Transparency in valuation and accounting

• Detailed work being done by specialized
agencies
– FSB, IMF, IASB, BCBS, IOSCO, etc.
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WG II: International Co-operation
and Market Integrity
• Immediate expansion of FSF on clear metrics
• Governance issues relating to other international
bodies such as IASB, IOSCO, Supervisory Colleges
• Cross border crisis and planning management
structures covering systemic institutions, including
exit strategies and harmonizing host/investor
country interests.
• Improving analytical tools for identifying macrofinancial vulnerabilities and closer collaboration
between FSF and IMF on early warning systems.
• Issues relating to market integrity: moneylaundering, tax havens and off shore centres.
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WG III: Reforming the IMF
• Strengthening IMF early warning and
surveillance in an even handed manner.
• Broad consensus on expansion of IMF
resources in the short run, to address the
sharp decline in capital flows to EMEs.
• Broad consensus on comprehensive
governance reform, including open
selection of MD, and quota review, over
longer run.
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WG IV: Multilateral Development
Bank Reform
• Consensus on timely countercyclical response
to crises through flexible, instruments, front
loading and dynamic provisioning.
• Broad support for an immediate and substantial
general capital increase of the ADB, and to
review capital expansion of other MDBs.
• Broad agreement on major governance
reform, including selection process of institution
heads.
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Macro-economic Issues
• Handled directly at the Sherpas/Leaders’
level
• Centred on
– Co-ordinated fiscal and monetary stimulus
– Co-ordinated Exit Strategies
– Countering growing protectionist
tendencies
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G 20 Co-ordinated Response
• Additional $ 1.1 trillion resources to restore growth and credit
–
–
–
–

$ 500 billion new borrowing by IMF
$ 250 billion new SDR allocation
$ 100 billion additional lending by MDBs
$ 250 billion trade finance facilities

• Agreement on extending oversight and regulatory boundaries of
financial institutions.
• Crackdown on tax havens
• Renewed pledge to eschew and roll back all forms of protectionism
and push ahead with Doha round.
• $ 5 Trillion co-ordinated global fiscal stimulus
• Globally co-ordinated accomodative monetary policy
• Time line for reform of governance structure of BWIs.
• FSF and other international financial code setting institutions to
be made more inclusive.
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Ten Trillion Dollar Questions….
• Is the worst Over?
• Will global imbalances unwind in the foreseeable future?
• Is the era of leveraged hyper growth over, and is this
providential for the global environment?
• Is tighter financial regulation here to stay?
• Will there be major changes in monetary policy rules?
• Will the Dollar remain the international reserve currency?
• Will there be greater convergence of the Anglo-Saxon and
European forms of capitalism?
• Acceleration or deceleration of globalization from here on?
• Will G 20 supplant the G 7 in importance?
• Will the governance of BWIs change radically?
Alok Sheel
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INDIA AND THE
GLOBAL CRISIS
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India on eve of Credit crunch
• Growing strongly at above 8% for 5 years
• Animated debate on whether growth was above trend or trend
growth had moved up.
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•

Savings and investment (esp. private) rising smartly
Prices more or less within tolerance level of 6%
Monetary tightening dampened growth rate slightly
Corporates circumvented monetary policy through Capital markets
and ECB

Service sector engine of growth
Infrastructure main bottleneck
Fiscal correction over last few years
Financial sector in relatively good shape
– Implementation of Basel norms
– Regulation based on the premise that financial transactions should be
anchored in the real sector.
– Leverage levels not excessive
– Insignificant exposure to opaque, illiquid asset backed securities.
– Conservatively managed with calibrated opening up
Alok Sheel
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Impact of First Phase of the
Credit Crunch (August 2007)
Sharp rise in net K flows
– Stock market boom
– Rupee appreciation
– Sharp rise in reserves

• Inflationary
– Commodity boom
– Imperatives of Exchange rate management

• Central Bank grapples with the impossible
trinity
– Stabilize GDP?
– Stabilize exchange rate?
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Impact of Second Phase of
Credit Crunch (Sept.2008)
• Sharp decline in net K flows
– Stock market crash
– Rupee depreciation
– Capital account slips into deficit for the first time in several years.

• Inflation zero bound
– Commodity bubble pricked
– Liquidity tight
• Big increase in fiscal deficit
• Sharp decline in capital market financing
• Only slight decline in bank credit growth

• Economic downslide led by industrial growth and exports
– Overall growth still amongst two fastest globally
– Rural economy in relatively better shape
Alok Sheel
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Sensex and FE Equity Stock
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Monetary Policy

• Monetary Loosening

– benchmark overnight lending rate (Repo) cut by 350
basis points from 9% to 4.75% between July 29, 2008
and March 5, 2009. (RR from 6% to 3.25%)
– SLR - mandatory reserve requirements - reduced from
25% to 24%
– Liquidity injection of about 9% of the GDP through
lowering bank cash reserve requirements, special
refinance facilities and de-sequestering MSS.
– Unlike western countries monetary policy retains
traction
– Transmission mechanism weak because of illiquid
corporate bond market and key administered interest
rates. (Structural not crisis related feature)
Alok Sheel
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Fiscal Policy
• Fiscal expansion
– net additional expenditure in 2008-09 upwards of
around $ 40 billion (Rs. 186000 crore), or a little above
3.5 % of GDP PLUS enabling State Government
stimulus of 0.5% of GDP.
– Not all of this is crisis linked, and begun in first phase
of the credit crunch, but expansionary anyway
– instruments include enhanced outlays on social
protection and employment generation schemes,
infrastructure, trade finance and promotion, farm loan
waiver, public sector pay rise, reductions in indirect
taxes.
– IMF March 2009 projections show India’s overall fiscal
balance to decline from -5.2% of GDP in 2007, to -8.4%
in 2008, -10% in 2009 and – 8.6% in 2010
– liberalized norms to improve access to resources and
liquidity, both domestically and externally, through equity
Alok Sheel
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Growth Upsides
– Financial sector robust and not highly leveraged
– Less dependence on export sector compared to
several other EMEs.
– Robust farm sector and growth in rural incomes on
account of shift in terms of trade and NREGS
– Domestic enterprises have become more
internationally competitive because of trade policy
reforms
– Commercial banks have healthy balance sheets
– External payments situation comfortable because of
huge reserves
– Softening of commodity prices.
– Monetary space available
Alok Sheel
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Growth Downsides
– Negative external environment:
• reduction in demand and increasing protectionism

– Business confidence levels low and risk aversion
– Bank credit has been unable to make up for decline in equity
investment, NBFC credit and foreign capital inflows.
– Limited fiscal space: IMF March 2009 projections show India’s
overall fiscal balance to decline from -5.2% of GDP in 2007, to -8.4%
in 2008, -10% in 2009 and – 8.6% in 2010
• PC: worth taking additional risk to boost growth
• RBI: Danger of inflation and crowding out private investment

– Decline in private investment?
– Manufacturing sector sluggish.
– Weak monetary policy transmission because of absence of
corporate bond market and continuation of key administered interest
rates.
– Monsoon uncertainties.
Alok Sheel
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Bottom-line
• Expected that India would continue to grow during the
crisis although at much below trend levels.
• Main threat is external. The most critical issue is
stabilization and return to normalcy of global financial
markets.
• Since the CAD is modest, only modest levels of capital
inflows required for sustainable growth. Domestic
savings adequate to sustain recent trend growth.
• Limited policy space for protracted interventions
– High fiscal deficit and debt overhang
– Structural weaknesses in monetary policy transmission
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Wish you all
an exciting
career ahead
Alok Sheel
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